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Euclidean quantum gravity is reconsidered. Applying techniques from glass theory, we argue that
the Euclidean partition function hides unstable states, which can be counted. This may reconcile
conflicting results on the uniqueness of the de Sitter vacuum, and may be relevant to the cosmological
constant problem.
Our current understanding of the universe is an un-
happy marriage of quantum field theory and general rel-
ativity. This is perhaps most clearly seen in the cosmo-
logical constant (CC) problem: our na¨ıve expectation of
its value is off by some 120 orders of magnitude from
its observed value [1]. Many putative solutions to the CC
problem, including anthropic rationalizations, involve the
notion of a multiverse: that some quantities are dynami-
cal in principle, but are fixed over the observable universe,
or over observable timescales, and we observe just one of a
multitude of possibilities. This situation is exactly equiv-
alent to that encountered in the study of glass, for which
an extensive number of degrees of freedom are fixed on
experimental timescales [2]; particles only vibrate within
the ‘cages’ created by other particles. As a result, the
system only explores a tiny fraction of phase space [3, 4].
In this Letter we present the hypothesis that Euclidean
gravity, considered as a statistical field theory, is glassy.
This would mean that there are exponentially many local
minima of the action, which are not seen by the na¨ıve
partition function. Although absent from thermodynam-
ics, these local minima will strongly affect the dynamics,
and imply that the effective action strongly differs from
the na¨ıve one.
Glassy systems typically break a symmetry of the
Hamiltonian. It has been argued that de Sitter space is
unstable to quantum fluctuations [5, 6], but this latter re-
sult is debated. Calculations in Euclidean signature find
a unique vacuum that can be analytically continued to
Minkowski signature [7]. It was argued in [6] that the un-
stable vacua are missed in the Euclidean computation be-
cause of the Euclidean regularity conditions. We suggest
here that the unstable vacua are present as metastable
states, just like in the partition function for a glass.
Techniques from glass theory can be used to count the
metastable states, which give a configurational entropy,
or complexity, Σ. The complexity vanishes in the liquid
phase and becomes nonzero in the glassy phase [8].
Why should glassiness be present in quantum gravity?
If space is unstable, then by definition it does not relax
back to a simple vacuum; it retains some memory of the
random perturbation, if in an encoded form. Each equiv-
alence class of perturbations, presumably quantized at
the Planck scale, defines a metastable state. Moreover,
on a larger scale, a black hole, once formed, is difficult to
eliminate. On timescales where the Hawking process can
be ignored, black holes– and possibly wormholes if they
exist– should create metastable states.
If Euclidean quantum gravity is glassy, then the parti-
tion function Z vastly overcounts states, since on observ-
able timescales the universe is stuck in one sector of phase
space. If we are stuck in an atypical vacuum, then Z may
not resemble at all the contribution Zlocal that we infer
from local measurements. In principle, this discrepancy
could soak up the putative huge contribution of the CC.
To illustrate our ideas, we consider the conformal mode
in 4D Euclidean quantum gravity. We apply replica
methods from the physics of disordered systems to com-
pute the complexity of the Euclidean theory, in a varia-
tional approximation. We first consider S4, the Euclidean
continuation of de Sitter space. We find that although
strict S4 does not show metastable states, as soon as we
add quenched fluctuations to the background metric, new
states appear. These new states are unstable, and in our
model are not stabilized to create true metastable states.
However, this fact alone appears to reconcile earlier re-
sults [6, 7]. We find a large complexity of unstable states,
suggesting that glassiness is present in quantum gravity.
Metastable states: Metastable states appear in a
statistical field theory when ergodicity is spontaneously
broken. Although this is a priori a dynamical phe-
nomenon, a general method to count the metastable
states through thermodynamics was found by Monasson
[3], whose construction we repeat here [9]. Consider an ar-
bitrary statistical field theory in a field φ(x) with Hamil-
tonian H , to which we add an external pinning field ψ(x),
coupled through a term U = h(ψ(x) − φ(x))2. The free
energy
Fφ[ψ, h, β] =
−1
β
log
∫
Dφ exp
(
−βH [φ]− 12U
)
(1)
will be small when the physical field is aligned with the
pinning field (The field φ can have a vector index without
any change in the arguments). By varying ψ, we can
scan phase space to find metastable states. If these states
remain when h → 0+, then ergodicity is spontaneously
broken. In particular, consider the free energy of the
2probing field ψ at inverse temperature βm, i.e.
Fψ(m,β) = lim
h→0
−1
βm
log
∫
Dψ exp (−mβFφ[ψ, h, β])
(2)
The physical free energy is recovered for m = 1, since in
this case the pinning field is directly integrated out. We
can decompose Fψ into ‘energetic’ and ‘entropic’ parts
of the probing field via Eψ = ∂(mFψ)/∂m|m=1 and
Σ = β∂Fψ/∂m|m=1, respectively. Obviously Fψ |m=1 =
Eψ −Σ/β. In simple models, it has been shown that the
complexity Σ computed in this way corresponds to the
logarithm of the number of metastable states, computed
explicitly [10]. For an extended discussion in the context
of glasses, see [11].
In quantum field theory, Σ is the Shannon entropy of
the pinning field. To see this, define the trace over the
pinning field as Tr ≡
∫
Dψ and note that its distribution
is ρ[ψ] = e−βFφ/Z, where Z = Tr[e−βFφ ] = e−βFψ |m=1.
The Shannon entropy is
− Tr[ρ log ρ] =
−∂
∂m
Tr[ρm]
∣∣∣∣
m=1
=
−∂
∂m
[
Tr[e−mβFφ ]
Zm
]∣∣∣∣
m=1
= −
∂
∂m
[
e−mβFψ
Zm
]∣∣∣∣
m=1
= β
∂Fψ
∂m
∣∣∣∣
m=1
= Σ, (3)
as claimed.
It is clear that computing Fψ for arbitrary m is
intractable for general interacting theories. However,
when m is an integer, exp(−mβFφ) can be represented
by m replicas of the original theory. The pinning
field can then be integrated out to introduce a term
h/(2m)
∑
a<b
∫
dx(φa(x)−φb(x))
2, where a, b = 1, . . . ,m
label the replicas. This term attractively couples the
replicas.
The replicated theory can be treated by standard meth-
ods, and eventually analytically continued to m = 1. In
this analytical continuation rich, non-perturbative phe-
nomena can appear [12]. Importantly, since the pinning
field is removed before the end of the computation, we do
not add any new physical terms to the action.
The replicas have a physical meaning as independent
samples. In statistical field theory, the replicas should
be considered as distinct systems, evolving with indepen-
dent thermal fluctuations, but coupled together through
the attractive interaction, which is eventually removed
to probe for spontaneous breaking of ergodicity. In some
cases these distinct replicas can be probed experimentally
[13]. In quantum field theory, the replicas have indepen-
dent quantum fluctuations.
Quantum gravity: Hitherto, the discussion has been
for a general Euclidean QFT. We now specialize to grav-
ity. Although a complete treatment of quantum gravity
should include spin-2 fluctuations, such computations are
at present intractable. We consider metrics conformally
related to a reference metric g, gµν(x) = e
σ(x)gµν(x).
Although σ may not be dynamical in pure gravity, it be-
comes so upon integrating out all massless matter fields,
through the trace anomaly [14]. We hope that it captures
the essential physics of glassiness in gravity. For sim-
plicity we omit in what follows the trace anomaly term,
although we have explicitly checked that our results are
robust when it is included.
In the infrared regime the effective action for σ is
S = 12
∫
d4x
√
g
[
− 6κe
2σ
[
(∇σ)2 + R6
]
+ 2λe4σ
]
. (4)
The Euclidean partition function is Z =
∫
Dσ e−S and
we call F = − logZ the free energy (absorbing a factor of
β). As a result of the global Weyl symmetry it satisfies
[14]
F (κe−2ω, λe4ω) = F (κ, λ), (5)
indicating that the physical control parameter is λκ2. For
simplicity in later calculations we will assume that this is
small.
Applying the Monasson construction to this action we
add a replica index a to σ, and add a term
h
2m
∫
d4x
√
g
∑
a<b
(σa − σb)
2, (6)
which couples the replicas. We will treat S in the varia-
tional approximation [15], which is exact to one-loop and
often an excellent approximation for disordered systems
[16]. We use a trial action that retains the quadratic part
of S and adds a translationally invariant self-energy op-
erator Γab that couples the replicas, and a constant k,
viz.,
SV =
1
2
∫
d4x
√
g
∑
a
σa
[∑
b
(Lab + Γab)σb + k
]
, (7)
where
Lab = δab
6
κ
+
h
m
[δab − 1]. (8)
This corresponds to a propagator Gab = (L+Γ)
−1
ab and is
the most general quadratic translationally invariant ac-
tion.
The variational free energy is
FV = − logZV + 〈S − SV 〉, (9)
where expectation values are taken with respect to SV ,
for which ZV is the partition function. The true free en-
ergy F satisfies F ≤ FV , thus the optimal approximation
is obtained by extremizing FV with respect to the varia-
tional parameters Γab and k.
4-sphere: We now let the reference metric be the Eu-
clidean continuation of de Sitter space, i.e. the 4-sphere,
for which Rµν = 14Rg
µν and R = 12/r2 in terms of the
radius r of the sphere. To avoid complications with spher-
ical harmonics, we approximate  by its flat space cousin
∇2 and work in momentum space with an IR cutoff[17]
3q0 = 2/r for the non-constant modes, and a UV cutoff
Λ. The latter parameterizes our ignorance regarding the
unknown UV-completion of quantum gravity.
The full structure in replica space will be discussed
below. Here we simply note that all diagonal elements of
replica matrices are equal, i.e. Gaa is independent of a,
and similarly GX =
∑
bGab(q = 0) is independent of a
[11]. Up to an irrelevant constant we have
1
Ω logZV =
1
2
∫
q
(logG(q))aa +
1
8k
2mGX (10)
where
∫
q =
1
(2pi)4
∫
q0<q<Λ
d4q and Ω = 8pi2r4/3 is the
space-time volume, and
1
Ω〈S − SV 〉 = +
1
4mk
2GX
−me2G0e−kGX ( 3κG2 +
R
2κ )
+ λme8G0e−2kGX − 18k
2G2XJ
− 12mΩ˜ +
h
2m
∑
a 6=b
∫
q
Gab(q) (11)
Here Ω˜ =
∫
q
1, Gn =
∫
q
qnG11(q), and J =
∑
a,b Γab(q =
0). Note that Gaa is independent of a, thus the first
replica is not singled out in Gn.
The extremization over Γab and k is sketched in the
Supplementary Information (SI). The results are: (i) the
variational approximation preserves the global Weyl sym-
metry if GXJ = m, which can be checked in the solution;
(ii) as m→ 1 the solution is given by the replica diagonal
ansatz where Gab(q) = G˜(q)δab; (iii) the complexity Σ
vanishes; (iv) the Green’s function G˜(q) has the form
G˜(q) =
1
γq2 + µ
, (12)
When λκ2 ≪ 1, as we assume, then µ ∼
Λ4/ log(1/(λκ2)), γ ∼ −Λ2/ log2(λκ2).
We have found that the complexity density vanishes:
there is no spontaneous breaking of ergodicity. Does this
depend on the replica-diagonal ansatz? First, we relax
the replica-diagonal assumption, and consider a general
replica-symmetric matrix Gab = G˜δab+G(1−δab). In this
case, as shown in SI, all of the dependence on G appears
with a prefactor of m − 1. Therefore as m → 1, these
terms add simple perturbative corrections to the above
results and do not change the conclusions.
When metastable states are present, the replica sym-
metry must be broken. In the SI we show that this model
does not have a replica-symmetry-breaking phase. There
are therefore no metastable states in the pure S4 model.
4-sphere with background fluctuations: The
fully symmetric space S4 does not spontaneously break
ergodicity: the complexity density vanishes when the pin-
ning field is removed. Is this result robust with respect
to changes in the reference metric?
We address this by adding to S4 local fluctuations in
the Ricci scalar. For simplicity, we only include the cou-
pling of these fluctuations to the Einstein term, which is
most relevant in the infrared. We thus consider
Sfluc[σ] = S[σ]−
1
2
∫
x
1
κe
2σ(x)δR(x) (13)
We can ask, as above, whether ergodicity is spontaneously
broken in Sfluc, at a fixed realization of δR, which acts
as disorder. This requires that we compute Σ from the
disorder-averaged free energy
F = −logZ = −
∂Zn
∂n
∣∣∣∣
n=0
= −
∂Zn
∂n
∣∣∣∣
n=0
, (14)
which indicates that we need to replicate the dynamical
variables n times. We can apply the Monasson construc-
tion to this object. We replicate Sfluc from (13) m times,
add a pinning field, and then replicate Z an additional
n times, so that there are m × n replicas of the σ field.
These m×n replicas are broken into n groups of m indis-
tinguishable replicas [3]. Within each group the replicas
are coupled through the pinning field. Let us apply the
variational procedure.
The variational free energy is identical to the S4 model,
with 3 differences: first, there are now nm replicas, where
eventually n→ 0; second, the replica symmetry is already
broken by the pinning field; and third, we add the term
involving δR. Once averaged over the disorder, the latter
will give
e
1
2Σa
∫
x
1
κ
e2σa(x)δR(x) = e
1
8κ2
Σa,b
∫
x,x′
e2σa(x)e2σb(x
′)K(x,x′),
where we have assumed that δR is Gaussian, with a kernel
K(x, x′) = 〈δR(x)δR(x′)〉. We restrict ourselves to UV
fluctuations, K(x, x′) = Kδ(x− x′). The crucial point is
that this term couples the replicas [12].
The free energy density is
fV = −
1
2
∫
q
(logG(q))aa (15)
− nme2G0e−k˜( 3κG2 +
R
2κ ) + λnme
8G0e−2k˜
+ 18k
2GX(m−GXJ)−
1
2nmΩ˜
− K8κ2
1
Ω
∑
a,b
∫
x
〈e2σa(x)e2σb(x)〉,
where k˜ = kGX and we have already dropped the in-
finitesimal pinning field [18]. We have
〈e2σa(x)e2σb(x)〉 = e−2k˜e2
∫
q
(Gaa+Gbb+2Gab) (16)
The new term does not significantly alter the replica-
symmetric solution from above, if K ≪ 1. The replica-
diagonal part G˜ is as before, to O(K). In the replica-
symmetric ansatz, the off-diagonal part is
G(q) =
K
κ2
e−2k˜e4G0G˜(q)2 + . . . (17)
We now show, however, that this new term opens up the
possibility for replica symmetry breaking, and hence er-
godicity breaking.
4The key is the nontrivial coupling of Gab(q) in the new
term. Physically, G˜(q) = Gaa(q) (no sum on a) is the
propagator function as measured experimentally in one
system. Instead, Gab(q) for a 6= b gives the correlations
between two systems with the same fixed fluctuations in
the background metric, but independent quantum fluc-
tuations. Since the replicas have independent quantum
fluctuations, this could be interpreted as regions of space-
time separated by a horizon.
The result (17) applies when any pair of replicas a, b
is equivalent. If spacetime is unstable, then we expect
this to be too simple, because we can then have a replica
b that grew out of a through instability, which may be
inequivalent to replica c that lives across a horizon.
Thus we must probe for replica symmetry breaking. It
was shown in [3, 4] that it is sufficient to work in the
neighborhood of m = 1, where one can define a potential
V whose shape encodes the possibility of replica symme-
try breaking. If Gab(q) for a 6= b can only take two val-
ues, then after properly inserting this ansatz into Gab(q)
we can create the Franz-Parisi potential V [G1(q)] =
∂(fV /(nm))/∂m|m=1 which is a functional of the propa-
gator G1(q). V measures the free energy cost to maintain
the system with correlations Gab(q) = G1(q), rather than
G(q) [4]. We choose G1 to make the potential stationary,
G1 = G
∗
1, and then V [G
∗
1(q)] = Σ/Ω is the complexity
density [3, 4]. The physical meaning of this last relation
is that in the glassy phase, the system pays a free energy
cost V in exchange for creating a complexity density Σ/Ω,
since the total thermodynamic free energy f = (f+V )−V
does not see the metastable states.
The stationarity equation for V always has a solution
G∗1(q) = G(q) with V = 0. When a second local minimum
appears, there are metastable states [3, 4]. It can be seen
from (15) that the new term induced by background met-
ric fluctuations always decreases the free energy, and is
destabilizing. This is an artifact of our primitive method
of adding background fluctuations and must be stabilized
in a UV-complete quantum gravity theory. As a conse-
quence, we find that V gains a new stationary point, but
which is a local maximum. We interpret V evaluated
at this point to be the density of unstable states. Thus
replica symmetry breaking– interpreted as the appear-
ance of a new stationary point– corresponds to instability
of the background space, as argued for above.
We have
V [G1] =
1
2
∫
q
[
(G1(q)−G(q))(2G(q) − G˜(q))
(G˜(q)−G(q))2
− log
(
1−
G1(q)−G(q)
G˜(q)−G(q)
)]
+ C
[
e4I − e4I1
]
(18)
with C = K(8κ2)−1e−2k˜e4G0 , I =
∫
q G(q), I1 =
∫
q G1(q).
At a fixed value of the integral I1, stationarity of V yields
a unique functional form of G∗1(q). The solution is then
closed by setting I1 =
∫
q
G∗1(q), leading to
∫
q
G˜(q)− I1 =
∫
q
G˜(q)−G(q)
1 + 8C[e4I1 − e4I ](G˜(q)−G(q))
In the limit of small background fluctuations, K → 0,
this reduces to I1 − I = I[e
4I1 − e4I ], which always has a
nontrivial root with
I1 =
{
Ie−4I + . . . I ≫ 1
− 14 log(4I) + . . . I ≪ 1
(19)
For λκ2 ≪ 1, we find I ∼ K/ log2(λκ2), using C ∼
KΛ4/ log4(λκ2). To leading order in K we find that
G1(q) = G(q)I1/I, i.e the correlations have the same spa-
tial structure but differ in magnitude. After some calcu-
lations we find
V [G∗1] ≈ 2CI
2
1/I, (20)
which is our main result. The complexity of unstable
states behaves as Σ = ΩV ∼ ΩΛ4 log2K/ log2(λκ2),
which is approximately the number of Planck volumes in
the universe, if Λ ∼ 1 in Planck units. We emphasize that
this quantity is not to be confused with the Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy. Indeed, on a time-scale where the back-
ground metric fluctuations can be considered frozen, V
gives an estimate of over-counting in the na¨ıve partition
function, and thus acts in the opposite sense to traditional
entropy.
Discussion: We have applied methods from glass
theory to count unstable modes in Euclidean quantum
gravity, treated for simplicity with the conformal factor
only. We have shown that once the background geometry
is not fully symmetric, there are many unstable modes.
These must be stabilized in a UV-complete theory of
quantum gravity, thus realizing our claim that gravity
is glassy. If the universe is stuck in a metastable state,
then the partition function vastly overcounts states, and
the effective gravitational parameters, such as the CC,
may not resemble at all the bare ones. If the scenario de-
scribed here survives more precise calculations, then this
provides a partial explanation for why we may experience
a tiny CC, uniquely suited to structure formation in the
universe [1].
More generally, we hope to have convinced the
reader that techniques from glass physics may be rel-
evant to quantum gravity, and provide a new route to
non-perturbative effects without adding any speculative
physics beyond Einstein’s theory.
Several important avenues for future work present
themselves. First, one potential criticism of our approach
is that the fluctuations in the background geometry have
been introduced only through the Ricci scalar, and one
may argue that these are gauge artifacts. A more con-
vincing approach would thus be to consider fluctuations
that cannot be removed locally, i.e. topological defects
such as black holes or wormholes. These could be treated
5along the lines of [19]. Alternatively, it has been argued
that in the extreme infrared, the conformal mode becomes
dynamical because of the trace anomaly [14]. We have
checked that when the trace anomaly is added to the ac-
tion (4), unstable states are again present.
Second, our treatment has been entirely in the Eu-
clidean domain. It would be valuable to see how
metastable states can be counted, explicitly, in the
Minkowski domain.
Finally, we have followed a logic, common in the physics
of disordered systems, to extract essentially dynamical
behavior from static computations. It would be worth-
while to treat the dynamics directly. It was argued re-
cently, in a somewhat different context, that dynamics
can be used to make a natural connection between clas-
sical disordered systems and quantum field theory [20].
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Appendix 1. The free energy density is
fV = −
1
2
∫
q
(logG(q))aa −me
2G0e−k˜( 3κG2 +
R
2κ )
+ λme8G0e−2k˜ + 18k
2GX(m−GXJ)−
1
2mΩ˜ +
h
2m
∑
a 6=b
∫
q
Gab(q) (21)
where k˜ = kGX , and J =
∑
a,b Γab(q = 0) =
∑
a,bG
−1
ab (q = 0) + h(m− 1).
Let us check the Weyl symmetry in FV . If we let λ = λ
′e4ω, κ = κ′e−2ω, then the ω factors in both of these terms
can be absorbed into k by a redefinition k = k′ + 2ω/GX . This in turn induces a change in the free energy
δF = (m−GXJ)Ω
ωGXk
′ + ω2
2GX
, (22)
6where we neglect terms that will vanish after imposing stationarity of fV with respect to the variational parameters.
Thus the Weyl symmetry will hold for any ω if
GXJ = m, (23)
which we check below.
Consider first the replica diagonal ansatz where Gab(q) = G˜(q)δab. In this case GX = G˜(0) and
GXJ −m = G˜(0)m
[
1
G˜(0)
+ h(m− 1)
]
−m = G˜(0)mh(m− 1). (24)
Therefore as long as G˜(0) is o(h−1) as h→ 0, the Weyl symmetry will remain intact when the pinning field is removed.
Stationarity with respect to k gives
0 = G˜(0)
[
e2G0e−k˜( 3κG2 +
R
2κ )− 2λe
8G0e−2k˜ − h(m−1)4 k˜
]
. (25)
There are two branches. Either (i) G˜(0) = 0, and the Weyl symmetry holds even in the presence of the pinning field,
or (ii) k˜ is a nontrivial root of this equation, and the Weyl symmetry is softly broken. We return to this below. We
have
fV = m
[
− 12
∫
q
log G˜(q)− e2G0e−k˜( 3κG2 +
R
2κ ) + λe
8G0e−2k˜ − h(m−1)8 k˜
2 − 12 Ω˜
]
(26)
The complexity density is
Σ/Ω = lim
h→0
∂(fV /m)/∂m|m=1 = 0 (27)
Instead of extremizing fV with respect to Γab, it is equivalent to extremize with respect to Gab. In the replica diagonal
ansatz we have only G˜(q), thus we set
0 =
1
m
δfV
δG˜(q)
= 1m
∂fV
∂GX
δq − 2e
2G0e−k˜( 3κG2 +
R
2κ +
3
2κq
2) + 8λe8G0e−2k˜ −
1
2G˜(q)
, (28)
where we now take h = 0. For both solution branches, ∂fV /∂GX = 0 from Eq.(25), so that G˜(q) has the form
G˜(q) =
1
γq2 + µ
. (29)
with
µ = −4e2G0e−k˜( 3κG2 +
R
2κ ) + 16λe
8G0e−2k˜ (30)
γ = − 6κe
2G0e−k˜ (31)
when h = 0. Now we have that G˜(0) = 1/µ, and we see that setting µ =∞ will lead to a divergent theory. We thus
must take branch (ii), and choose k to solve (25). It follows that
µ = 8λe8G0e−2k˜. (32)
We need to compute G0 =
∫
q G˜(q) and G2 =
∫
q q
2G˜(q). We have
G0 =
2pi2
(2pi)4
∫ Λ
q0
dq
q3
γq2 + µ
(33)
To avoid the pole, we must have µ+Λ2γ > 0. We assume µ≫ −Λ2γ and show that this leads to a consistent solution.
We have
G0 =
1
8pi2
Λ4
4µ
+ . . . (34)
G2 =
1
8pi2
Λ6
6µ
+ . . . (35)
7where we also use Λ≫ q0. Then
e−k˜ = e−6G0
3G2
2λκ
+ . . . (36)
and
µ = e−4G0
18G22
λκ2
+ . . . (37)
which is solved by
µ = −
Λ4
24pi2
1
W (−(λκ2)1/3/(3(2pi)2/3))
, (38)
where W is Lambert’s W function. The latter has two branches with either (i) W (z) = z − z2 + . . . or (ii) W (z) =
log(−z)− log(− log(−z)) + . . . as z → 0. To ensure that µ > 0, we require λκ2 < 108pi2/e3. We have
µ
−γΛ2
=
2G2
Λ2
+ . . . , (39)
which is large if µ≪ Λ4. This implies that we should take root (ii), and that we require λκ2 ≪ 1 for this solution.
Appendix 2. Absence of replica symmetry breaking in the 4-sphere: Here we show that no replica
symmetry breaking solution exists, within the Parisi algebra that respects the global permutation symmetry of the
problem. In this Appendix we use the notation Gˆ for the matrix Gab.
First, consider the replica symmetric case Gab = G˜δab +G(1 − δab). In this case
log det Gˆ(q) = m log(G˜(q)−G(q)) + log
(
1 +m
G(q)
G˜(q)−G(q)
)
(40)
GX = G˜(q = 0) + (m− 1)G(q = 0) (41)∑
a,b
G−1ab (q) =
m
G˜(q) + (m− 1)G(q)
(42)
∑
a 6=b
∫
q
Gab(q) = m(m− 1)
∫
q
G(q) (43)
and
GXJ −m = h(m− 1)[G˜(0) + (m− 1)G(0)] (44)
As m→ 1, G is a regular perturbation, as claimed in the main text.
Now consider the case of general Gab. For each q, Gab is a m×m matrix, where eventually m→ 1. It is convenient
to write m = s+ 1 and write G as a block matrix with one distinguished replica, i.e.
Gˆ =
[
G˜ G1b
Ga1 Gˆ
(s)
]
(45)
The lower-right s× s part belongs to the Parisi hierarchical algebra [12, 21–23]. In the analytic continuation to s→ 0,
this matrix is specified by its diagonal part G˜, which is constant between replicas, and a function G(x) on the interval
s < x < 1, which encodes the correlations between the replicas [11]. This x is not to be confused with a spatial index:
it actually has an interpretation in terms of distance between states [12]. For a general model, the function G(x) can
take several different forms: (i) when metastable states are absent, G(x) = G is constant, and the construction reduces
to the replica-symmetric form considered in the main text; (ii) a non-trivial G(x) can be piecewise-constant, with two
segments. This is the one-step replica-symmetry breaking regime; (iii) the function G(x) can have a region of x in
which it varies continuously. This is the infinite step replica-symmetry breaking regime, and describes marginally-
stable phases with a fractal energy landscape. In principle this is the limit of a piecewise function with infinitely many
segments, but phases with 2 ≤ k <∞ segments are extremely rare.
In Gˆ the vectorial parts G1b and Ga1 cannot depend on b and a [11], similar to the so-called state-following procedure
[24, 25]. We set them equal to Gr =
1
1−s
∫ 1
s dxG(x) to ensure that the reference replica is identical to the others.
8Using results from [11, 25] we have, to O(s) as s→ 0,
GX = G˜(q = 0) + sGr(q = 0) (46)
log det Gˆ(q) = log det Gˆ(s)(q) + log G˜(q)−
sGr(q)
2
G˜(q)(G˜(q)−Gr(q))
(47)
log det Gˆ(s)(q) = s log(G˜(q)−Gr(q)) + s
G(x = 0, q)
G˜(q)−Gr(q)
− s
∫ 1
s
dy
y2
log
[
1−
[G](y, q)
G(q)−Gr(q)
]
(48)
∑
a,b
G−1ab =
1
G˜
+
s(G˜−Gr)
G˜2
(49)
∑
a 6=b
∫
q
Gab(q) = s
∫
q
Gr(q) (50)
where
[G](x, q) = xG(x, q) −
∫ x
s
dyG(y, q) (51)
Note that δ[G](y, q)/δG(x, q) = xδ(x− y)−Θ(y − x) and ∂[G](x, q)/∂x = x∂G(x, q)/∂x.
Let us first extremize with respect to G(x, q) for q > 0. Since the result depends only on one fixed q, we suppress
this dependence. We have
0 =
δfV
δG(x)
=
s/2
G˜−Gr
+ s2
∫ 1
s
dy
y2
[
G˜−Gr − [G](y)
G˜−Gr
]−1 [
−
xδ(x− y)−Θ(y − x)
G˜−Gr
−
[G](y)
(G˜−Gr)2
]
(52)
+
sG(x = 0)
(G˜−Gr)2
+
sGr
G˜(G˜−Gr)
+
1
2sG
2
r
G˜(G˜−Gr)2
+ 12hs+ O(s
2) (53)
which gives
0 =
1
G˜−Gr
−
1
x
1
G˜−Gr − [G](x)
+
∫ 1
x
dy
y2
1
G˜−Gr − [G](y)
−
1
G˜−Gr
∫ 1
s
dy
y2
[G](y)
G˜−Gr − [G](y)
+
2G(x = 0)
(G˜−Gr)2
+
2Gr
G˜(G˜−Gr)
+
G2r
G˜(G˜−Gr)2
+ h+ O(s), (54)
and, by differentiation,
0 = −
∂xG
(G˜−Gr − [G](x))2
, (55)
so that ∂xG(x) = 0. This implies that an infinite replica-symmetry-breaking solution is not possible. Note that this
result does not depend on the form of the interactions, as long as they are local.
This implies that G(x) is piecewise-linear. There is no requirement that G(x) be continuous, and indeed this function
is typically found to have several segments. Consider the so-called 1RSB regime where
G(x) =
{
g0 for x < x0
g1 for x > x0
(56)
In this case [G](x) = x0(g1 − g0) for x > x0 and is 0 otherwise, and Gr = x0g0 + (1− x0)g1. The G dependent part of
the action is
fG = s
1
2
∫
q
[
− log(G˜−Gr)−
g0
G˜−Gr
+ (x−10 − 1) log
[
1−
x0(Gr − g0)
(1− x0)(G˜−Gr)
]
+
G2r
G˜(G˜−Gr)
+ hGr
]
(57)
Instead of extremizing fV with respect to g0, g1, and x0, we can extremize with respect to g0, Gr, and x0. The
equations are degenerate and give
Gr = g0 = −
hG˜2
1− hG˜
, (58)
which implies either x0 = 1 or g1 = g0. In either case we recover the replica symmetric solution. Similar arguments
apply to kRSB with k > 1. Therefore no replica symmetry breaking is possible.
